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Dear Distinguished Editor-in-chief,

Thanks a lot for providing us with the unique opportunity of revising our manuscript. We have taken into full consideration all comments. We fully believe to have significantly improved the quality of our manuscript.

Looking forwards to your final editorial acceptance and publication.

Dr. Masoud Behzadifar,

On the behalf of all authors
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BMC Endocrine Disorders

Dear Dr Behzadifar,

Your manuscript "General health status in Iranian diabetic patients assessed by Short-Form-36 questionnaire: a systematic review and meta-analysis" (BEND-D-17-00315R3) has been assessed by our reviewers. Based on these reports, and my own assessment as Editor, I am pleased to inform you that it is potentially acceptable for publication in BMC Endocrine Disorders, once you have carried out some essential revisions:

1. Please consider the list of authors as it currently stands with reference to our guidelines regarding qualification for authorship (http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#authorship).

Thanks. We read guidelines and list of authors are approved currently.

Currently, the contributions of authors MeB, STM and RM are not clear, and do not automatically qualify them for authorship. Please provide clarification on their contributions, or remove their names from the list of authors and place them in the “Acknowledgements” section instead. Please note that any changes in the list of authors requires the completion of the “Change in authorship” form.
Acquisition of funding, collection of data, writing of the manuscript or general supervision of the research group - alone - does not usually justify authorship.

Thanks for comment. We changed of the contributions of authors and added in text.

2. Figures should be provided as separate files, and each figure of a manuscript should be submitted as a single file.

Thanks a lot. We provided figures as separated files.

3. Please ensure that all figures/tables and supplementary files are cited within the text. Any items which are not cited may be deleted by our production department upon publication.

Thanks a lot. We check all cite of figures and tables in text and revised.

Currently, Table 5 has not been mentioned in the text.

Thanks a lot for comment. I added cited Table 5 in text.

4. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

OK. Thanks a lot. We done.